
Customer challenges 
CIOs and their teams are increasingly pressured to deliver 
better digital experiences but are limited by the complexity  
and architecture of the environments they support. The 
explosive increase in digital providers is far outpacing the 
abilities of organizations to integrate the right solutions for  
the best outcomes.

 → Demand for digital is growing but enterprise transformation 
is falling behind 

 → CIOs need radical simplification of how they provision, 
consume, and manage digital technology

Solution highlights 
Kyndryl Bridge is an open integration platform that delivers  
IT solutions by leveraging Kyndryl’s core strengths, data- 
driven insights and expertise, to create an uninterrupted path  
between a digital business and the technology that delivers it. 

Along with decades of Kyndryl’s unique IT operations  
knowledge and IP, Kyndryl Bridge brings together the  
deep domain knowledge of our technology consultants, 
delivery experts, and alliance partners.
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Customer benefits 
Kyndryl Bridge rests on three pillars built on a foundation  
of Kyndryl™ expertise: 

 Deliver improved outcomes with a unified experience.  
 Build, command, and control your IT environment  
 through a frictionless, personalized and fully integrated  
 digital experience and marketplace.

 Optimize work with data and AI. Understand, predict,  
 and act for better business outcomes by combining  
 data with actionable insights, focused and prioritized  
 recommendations, and proactive intervention to  
 optimize operations.

 Enable digital business at scale with modern  
 capabilities. Capitalize on comprehensive, integrated  
 offerings and technology consulting from Kyndryl  
 and our partner ecosystem to drive resilience and  
 accelerate your digital transformation.  



Overcome challenges of  
complex IT environments   
Kyndryl Bridge helps ensure engineering simplicity across  
the tools and services that you have – and the ones you  
want – with native integration. Deliver consumer-like, digital 
experiences the technology team needs, with advanced 
security capabilities, centrally managed governance, and 
personalized platform experiences. 

Gain real-time observability with Kyndryl Bridge. Connect  
your existing IT environment, ingest data from multiple sources, 
and apply AI, machine learning, and automation in practical 
ways to help you detect and resolve issues before they occur. 
Enable more flexibility in business decision-making by making 
change faster and easier to implement.

 → Run more stable and reliable IT operations with  
automation that compares your existing environment  
against best practices

 → Minimize costs and optimize performance with data- 
driven recommendations to improve efficiencies

Kyndryl Bridge is built so that you can more easily try, 
buy, and configure solutions that are adaptable to your  
unique needs. Reach your goals by exploring services  
from Kyndryl and our partners. And co-innovate alongside 
Kyndryl experts in collaboration with our trusted partners.
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The foundation: Kyndryl expertise   
Customers benefit from our global scale and experience in 
digital business. We have more than 30 years of managing 
mission-critical systems and navigating technological  
change, so that you can gain advantages from our deep  
domain expertise. Kyndryl has more than 4,000 customers 
across every major industry.

 → Close critical skills gaps. Leverage Kyndryl experts,  
with more than 31,000 certifications in VMware®,  
Cisco, Red Hat®, Microsoft® Azure®, AWS and more

 → Innovate at scale. Capitalize on approximately 3,200  
Kyndryl patents in areas that include multi-cloud 
management, orchestration, integrated monitoring,  
issue triage and resolution, data and AI, and security  
and resiliency

 → Leverage Kyndryl’s decades of experience underpinned  
by our proprietary massive data lake of IT operational  
data, delivering deeper real-time insights for improved 
business outcomes

For more information
To learn more about how Kyndryl Bridge can help your  
organization, please contact your Kyndryl representative.  
Watch the Kyndryl Bridge demo video, or visit kyndryl.com

https://www.kyndryl.com/us/en/services/platform
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